WATER WORKS and OTHER WORDS
5th and 8th Grade (Extension Activity-1)
Go over to your sink, turn on the tap and get a big glass of cool water . . . add
some ice if you like, and sit back and think on an elemental level what you are
drinking. (Your tap water will contain elements and minerals essential for good
health, but think back to just the basics . . . those two molecular building blocks!
You already know which elements are in water, probably learned it back in the
fourth grade! (Which elements are in water? ___________ and _____________.)
(Hydrogen (H) and Oxygen (0) are the answers!)

You’ll be hearing more in class about why there’s a “subscript 2” after the H,
and how elements combine to form compounds. But in this activity, you’re
going to be using the Periodic Table to locate elements by their symbolic
abbreviations (symbol) or by their atomic number. What is an atomic number?
Define it. ________________________________________________________________*
*(It tells where an element ranks in weight. The smaller the number the lighter the element.)

WHAT: you’ll be locating elements to spell words and total up the atomic
number values.
HOW: look at your Periodic Table, everything you need is there!
WHEN: in a class period or whenever your instructor tells you.
First, fill in the chart to get all the information you will need to use.
Element
Oxygen

Symbol

Atomic Number

He
13
Silicon
H
6
Boron
N
73
Bismuth
Ba
16
Iodine
U
24
Radium
Li
52
Tin
W
42
Carbon
K
NOW, you’ll be using these to spell words and add your atomic number values!
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For more information visit: http://pearl1.lanl.gov/periodic/default.htm
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Water Works and Other Words
Say you use Oxygen’s (0) and Hydrogen’s (H) symbols, to spell two words and
add their atomic numbers for a total POINT value of each word. You get:
OH
Total points: 9
(0=8 + H=1)
HOO Total points: 17
(H=1 + 0=8 + 0=8)
Let’s add Boron (B) to the mix and continue on to get:
HOB Total points:14
(H=1 + 0=8 + B=5)
BOO HOO Total points:38 (B=5+ 0=8 + 0=8 and H=1 + 0=8 + 0=8)
*Use your chart to spell as many words as you can using the symbols you
have noted. You can use the symbols more than once in a word! Compound
words, contractions, anything goes! (But it has to be real!)
*Remember to write the atomic numbers under or next to the words to get
your total point value for each word. Write that total for each word.
(Use a work sheet if that helps before you write them here!)
WORD
OH
18

POINT VALUE
9

Total Points:

WORD
HOO
18 8

POINT VALUE
17

Total Points:

Could you find 40 words?__________

GRAND Total Points (all):__________

* Want to try some more? Use all the elements.
• What can you come up with?
• Longest word?
• Most points?
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